[Chronic hypoxia state as one of the factors of increased fluorescence of endogenous porphyrins in alive biological tissues].
The hypothesis about the influence of chronic hypoxia in soft alive tissues on the intensity of He-Ne laser-induced fluorescence of endogenous porphyrins in tissues in the red region of the optical spectrum is discussed. Some theoretical prerequisites for enormous accumulation of porphyrins in soft tissues in a number of pathological cases and diseases are presented. A method for conducting clinical experimental trials to verify the hypothesis with the use of up-to-date laser noninvasive fluorescent diagnostics is proposed. Both the theoretical reasoning and new clinical experimental data show that chronic hypoxia can be one of the factors responsible for the appearance of a strong and abnormal laser-induced fluorescent signal from biotissues in the spectrum range 600-800 nm, which is associated with abnormally high accumulation of endogenous porphyrins in tissues.